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Protestantism has grown strikingly throughout Latin America in
the last two decades. Estimating such growth is hazardous in the absence
of firm national survey data, but the phenomenon is clearly embracing
sizable segments of national populations. In Guatemala, estimates of Prot-
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estants in the national population ranged from 20 to 25 percent by the
early 1980s, with more recent estimates approaching 30 percent."

Estimates in Chile were nearly as striking-somewhere around 21
or 22 percent by the early to mid-1980s. Also turning heavily Protestant
was the Brazilian interior, where evangelization by the Assemblies of God
found a receptive population. Estimates suggest that 16 to 20 percent of
the Brazilian population are Protestant. Across South and Central Amer
ica, the growth of Protestantism was nearly ubiquitous (see Stoll 1990,
3-10, 333-38). In countries like Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay.
Uruguay, and Venezuela, the phenomenon is more recent, but discernible
growth has already occurred.

The most dramatic political impact of Protestantism has been felt in
Guatemala. General Efrain Rios Montt, who was "called to power" by
junior military officers in 1982, used his brief eighteen-month reign to
apply evangelical rhetoric to the task of counterinsurgency (see Stoll 1990,
180-217; Burnett 1989, 127; and Steigenga 1991, 37-48). No previous Gua
temalan president had ever used the office as a "bully pulpit" as did Rios,
who sermonized every Sunday over radio and television. Although he was
overthrown in 1983, Rios did not disappear from Guatemalan political
life. Six years later, he was campaigning vigorously in the 1990 presiden
tial elections, only to be disqualified by a constitutional ban on past par
ticipants in palace coups. As of 1991, Guatemala once again had a Protes- '
tant president, Jorge Serrano Elias, this one elected. Nothing illustrates
the growing strength of Protestantism more dramatically than the two
Guatemalan Protestant presidencies-one military and one civilian
bracketing the decade from 1981 to 1991.

Neighboring El Salvador has also experienced the Protestant phe
nomenon. In the 1940s, the number of Salvadoran Protestants was esti
mated at less than 1 percent of the national population. By the late 1980s,
however, serious public-opinion research yielded estimates in the range
of 12 percent.?

Evangelical growth has been so dramatic that, throughout Latin
America, Catholic authorities are decrying the "invasion of the sects," a
label applied indiscriminately to long-established Protestant denomina
tions and more esoteric groups (see Stoll 1990, 1-24, 39-41). Underlying
the denunciations is the suspicion that Protestant expansion is another
form of U.S. imperialism. Many critics in the Catholic Church and on the

1. Evans (1991) offers a careful empirical assessment of the diffusion of Protestantism in
Guatemala based on a 1990 survey in three departments. 11eestimates a cumulative Protes
tant total of 30 percent.

2. The 1 percent figure comes from E. A. Wilson (1983, 189). Our examination of twenty
two surveys conducted by the Instituto Universitario de Opinion Publica at the Universidad
Centroamericana Jose Simeon Canas in San Salvador revealed estimates in the range of 10 to
14 percent, the most common figure being 12 percent. Stoll reports estimates from varying
agencies of 12, 13, and 14 percent for 1985 (Stoll 1990: 335, 337, 333).
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left have presumed that the Central Intelligence Agency is bankrolling
evangelism to soften popular resistance to U.S. foreign policy. Knowing
more about who Protestants are and what they believe may help assess
the plausibility of such interpretations.

This research note seeks not to explain the growth of Protestantism
in El Salvador but rather to describe the characteristics of Protestants,
examine the nature of their religious experiences, and explore the implica
tions of their religion for political attitudes and behavior. To do so, we
employ survey data collected in 1988 and 1989 under the supervision of
the late Father Ignacio Martin-Bare, S.J., Director of the Instituto Univer
sitario de Opinion Publica (IUDOP) at the Universidad Centroamericana
Jose Simeon Canas in San Salvador."

Two national surveys were employed for this purpose. The first
sample of 1,065 respondents, a survey entitled "La religion para los sal
vadorenos," was taken between 11 and 26 June 1988 in seven of El Sal
vador's fourteen departamentos. The second survey of 1,303 respondents,
"Los salvadorenos y el nuevo gobierno de ARENA," was conducted be
tween 6 and 20 May 1989 in all fourteen departamentos.! Households
were sampled, with one individual per household being interviewed. In
both surveys, sampling in the departmentos included urban interviews in
the capital city as well as rural interviews."

3. By prior agreement with Father Martin-Ban) himself and with William Bollinger of the
Interamerican Research Center and California State University, Los Angeles, all twenty-two
of the surveys conducted prior to the assassination of Father Martin-Bare at the UCA are now
on deposit with the Institute for Research in Social Science at the University of North Car
olina at Chapel Hill.

4. The first sample included two departments judged by IUDOP to be "low-conflict set
tings" (Ahuachapan y Santa Ana), four departments judged to be "high-conflict settings"
(Usulatan, San Miguel, Morazan, and Chalatenango), and the capital city of San Salvador. In
the fall of 1989, the Frente Farabundo Marti de Liberacion Nacional (FMLN) carried an offen
sive to previously untouched upper-class neighborhoods of the capital city. This offensive
led to the reprisal attack on the Universidad Centroamericana, which took the lives of Father
Martin-Baro and other university personnel. San Salvador previously would not have been
described as a "high-conflict zone."

5. Urban interviews were distributed across five social strata: upper and upper-middle
with 11.6 percent (1988) and 7.6 percent (1989); middle-middle with 15.8 percent (1988) and
15.0 percent (1989); lower-middle with 21.9 percent (1988) and 25.2 percent (1989); working
class with 18.4 percent (1988) and 19.9 percent (1989); and marginal urbanites with 7.2 per
cent (1988) and 12.4 percent (1989). The remaining interviews were with rural dwellers, 25.3
percent (1988) and 20.0 percent (1989). A potential source of bias in the samples is that they
overrepresent the urban population. Given war conditions, no national census was under
taken in 1990. Therefore lacking certain knowledge of the percentage of urban-dwellers in El
Salvador, it makes little sense to weight the cases in these samples to adjust them to fit un
known national parameters. What we have done is to examine whether the distribution of
our central independent variable-religious affiliation-varies by urban and rural environ
ments. We found no systematic relationship. For example, the 1988 survey reveals that the
three provinces with the highest percentage of Protestants were the western mountainous
rural department of Santa Ana (26.4 percent Protestant), the underpopulated east-central
department of Usulatan (20.4 percent), and San Salvador, the capital city (16.0 percent). Cer-
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Detailed sampling reports prepared by Martin-Baro and his associ
ates at IUDOP provided much additional information, including prelimi
nary analyses." Perhaps the most useful datum in judging the quality of
the survey is the percentage of refusals in the 1989 survey-18.8 percent
of the initial household sample, a strikingly low percentage for a country
in the midst of a civil war. 7 We have found these data to be of high quality,
generated by researchers who were attentive to methodological probity
under difficult circumstances. Readers may judge for themselves, how
ever, as copies of the sampling reports prepared by IUDOP are available
upon request."

Sociological Characteristics ofProtestants

Before examining the nature of the Protestant religious experience in
El Salvador, it is worthwhile to look at some basic sociological character
istics. Two previous empirical examinations of Protestantism in Guatema
lan village settings have reported that Protestants tend to be recruited
from groups subject to extraordinary economic pressure but that pro
longed exposure to Protestantism tends to provide either motivation or
behavioral propensities conducive to economic advancement (Sexton 1978;
Annis 1987). Sexton and Annis both assert that Protestants may start out
among the very poor but that in time some will ascend to greater economic
security."

Clearly, the survey data reported here are inadequate for assessing
such a hypothesis because the theory predicts movement over time while
the data are synchronic. Yet as a first approximation to the issue, it can be
assessed whether Protestants are socioeconomically distinct from holders
of other religious beliefs. If they are not, that finding would suggest that

tain other rural departments have much lower percentages of Protestants (Chalatenango, 5.0
percent, and Ahuachapan, 9.9 percent) As noted, the national average is best estimated ac
cording to all twenty-two surveys undertaken at 12 percent Protestant. Because Protestan
tism is growing in urban and rural areas and the correlates of Protestantism appear to be the
same in rural and urban settings, we concluded that oversampling of urban areas is not an
important determinant of the findings of this study.

6. For example, the average age of interviewees was 36.5 years (1988) and 37.6 years (1989),
with standard deviations of 15.0 and 15.3 years, respectively. Mean educational level was 7.9
years (1988) and 7.6 years (1989), with a standard deviation of 5.6 years (1988) and 5.3 years
(1989).

7. By comparison, in seventeen surveys conducted between 1975 and 1991 by the National
Opinion Research Center in the United States, the average refusal rate was 17.2 percent,
including some rates as high as 20 or 21 percent. See National Opinion Research Center
(1991, 705-6). Other reports of major surveys in the United States indicate that refusal rates
in the 20 percent range are common (Steeh 1981; Marchio 1987).

8. Those wishing copies should contact Jose Miguel Sandoval at the Institute for Research
in Social Science, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3355.

9. Such findings support theories about the effects of Protestantism that date back to the
work of Max Weber, collected in Weber (1963).
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TABLEl Salvadoran Monthly Income by Religious Affiliation, 1988

Non- Nonpracticing Practicing
affiliated Protestants Catholics Catholics

Monthly (n = 156) (n = 174) (n =325) (n =355)
Income (%) (%) (%) (%)

ocolones 55 54 47 51

1-450 colones 12 16 12 7

451-900 colones 12 9 12 9

901-1400 colones 3 6 10 10

1400+ colones 17 15 19 23

Totals 99% 100% 100% 100%

Mean- 485 col 407 col 638 col 727 col
Median> 795 col 700 col 800 col 1100 col

Standard
Deviation> 1151 col 745 col 1272 col 1363 col

NOTE: x2 = 18.54; P = .0294; d.f. = 12.
it Calculated before collapsing data into five categories, including those with no income.
b Median income among those who earned some income (but excluding those with zero
income).

Salvadoran Protestants had not yet produced enough savings, invest
ments, or other rewards of entrepreneurial activity during the civil war of
the 1980s to yield socioeconomic differentiation.

In table I, we have assembled part of the picture by reporting the
monthly income of respondents.I? On comparing Protestants with prac
ticing and nonpracticing Catholics and with those who profess no formal
religion, discernible differences can be detected.!! Protestants on average
rank lower on variables measuring socioeconomic status than do Cath
olics while exhibiting considerable similarity to the nonaffiliated in their
income profile. 12

10. In table 1, an initial category of no income is complemented with categories that roughly
correspond to quartiles. Hence, zero income to 450 colones represents the bottom quartile,
between 451 and 900 represents the second quartile, and so on.

11. The major difference is in the relatively greater incidence of "high-income" nonaffili
ated versus "high-income" Protestants. Table 2 also reveals a cluster of highly educated non
affiliated persons. We infer that the "high-income" nonaffiliated are likely to be university
educated skeptics who have easier routes to income than the self-denying choices available to
poor Protestants.

12. One distinction between Protestants and the nonaffiliated emerged from our data anal
yses: Protestants are somewhat more likely to be economically "inactive," if activity is defined
as remunerated activity. This is clearly a result of gender. Of the nonaffiliated, 54 percent are
men, while 55 percent of the Protestants are women. Given traditional gender roles among
poorer Salvadorans, the likelihood of remunerated economic activity occurring is slightly
higher among males. But overall, one should be wary of assuming that women are more
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TABLE 2 Highest Grade Completed by Salvadorans according to Religious Affiliation,
1988

Years Non- Nonpracticing Practicing
of affiliated Protestants Catholics Catholics
Education (n= 155) (n=174) (n=325) (n=354)

(%) (%) (%) (%)

None 23 24 15 14
1-6 41 41 24 24
7-9 11 12 13 11
10-12 11 13 29 27
13-21 14 10 19 25

Totals 100 100 100 101
Meana 6.1 5.8 8.5 9.1
Standard

deviation- 5.2 5.1 5.5 5.6

NOTE: x2 = 75.37; P = .0000; d.f. = 12.
a Calculated before collapsing data into categories.

The most striking findings from table 1 are that Protestants rank
lowest in mean income (407 colones per month including those with no
income) and in median income (700 colones per month among those who
earn some income), display the greatest homogeneity in income levels
(note the lower standard deviation of 745 colones), and display the lowest
percentage of respondents in the high-end income category. By contrast,
the group ranking the highest on income profile consists of practicing
Catholics, with a mean monthly income of 727 colones and a median of
1100 colones, followed by nonpracticing Catholics, with a mean of 638
colones and a median of 800 per month. In this and subsequent measures,
Protestants resemble the nonaffiliated more than any other group.

Another indication of how Protestants rank lower than Catholics is
found in their educational profiles. Table 2 reports the mean years of formal
education completed by Salvadoran respondents, according to religious
category. Once again Protestants most resemble the religiously nonaffili
ated (5.8 years, on average, versus 6.1 years for the nonaffiliated), while
Catholics have more education on average, with practicing Catholics being
the most educated group of all (9.1 years versus 8.5 years for the nonprac
tieing Catholics).

As for occupation, table 3 demonstrates that the now-familiar pat
tern continues to hold. Protestants and the religiously nonaffiliated tend
to be concentrated more heavily in lower-status occupations. For example,

likely to be Protestants. Seventeen percent of all males in this sample are Protestant, and 17
percent of all females are Protestant. Where females are underrepresented and males over
represented is in the religiously nonaffiliated category.
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TABLE 3 Salvadoran Occupational Status by Religion, 1988

Non- Nonpracting Practicing
affiliated Protestants Catholics Catholics

Occupation (n= 151) (n= 171) (n=315) (n =336)
a b a b a b a b

(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

Professional 4 7 4 8 7 12 12 23
Service

occu pations 19 35 19 40 30 48 28 53
Working-

class 33 58 25 52 25 40 13 24
Economically

"inactive" 44 52 38 47
Totals 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

NOTE: Columns labeled "a" include those who generated no income. Columns labeled
"b" exclude those who generated no income. For comparisons of "a" columns, x2 = 50.8;
P < .0001; d.f. = 9. For comparisons of "b" columns, x2 = 35.6; P < .0001; d.f. = 9.

59 percent of the economically active nonaffiliated are found in working
class occupations, as are 52 percent of the economically active Protestants.
By contrast, only 40 percent of the economically active nonpracticing Cath
olics are employed in working-class occupations; among comparable prac
ticing Catholics, the total is a mere 24 percent working-class. At the other
end of the scale, 23 percent of the economically active practicing Catholics
hold professional jobs and another 53 percent are in service occupations.
The comparable figures among Protestants are only 8 percent and 40 per
cent, and among the nonaffiliated, 7 percent and 35 percent.

The sociological outline is clear. Salvadoran Protestants and the
religiously nonaffiliated have less education, occupy lower-status occupa
tions, and earn less than Catholics, whether the latter are practicing or
nonpracticing. Indeed, except for very marginal differences in occupa
tional status, the similarity between Protestants and the nonaffiliated is
striking. Both groups are poor and generally educated only at the primary
school level. The recruitment efforts of Salvadoran Protestants may well
be directed toward this pool of poor nonaffiliated individuals, although
only other research methodologies could confirm such a hypothesis. What
is clear is the strong sociological resemblance of Protestants to those not
affiliated with any religion.

The importance of these findings is suggested by comparing the
Salvadoran Protestants described in Daniel Levine's characterization of
the Catholic ecclesial base communities (CEBs) in Venezuela and Colombia
(Levine 1990, 732). The CEBs represent another attempt to reinvigorate
religious community. Levine found that they recruit from well-established
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urban barrios, not from recent invasion sites that represent the poorest
urbanites. Yet the Salvadoran data suggest that Protestant recruitment
may be taking place precisely among these lower strata. Future longitudi
nal studies should pursue this inference.

The Protestant Experience

Central to the Protestant vision has been the idea that a person's
relationship to God can be direct, unmediated, and "bilateral." Reacting
against a medieval church perceived as excessively hierarchical, bureau
cratic, and dogmatic, Protestants over the centuries have stressed local
initiative, popular participation, and "do-it-yourself" theology. Although a
multiplicity of Protestant denominations have emerged, each with its own
hierarchy and theology, overall a "live and let live" attitude has charac
terized the Protestant experience. Decentralization does not threaten the
growth of Protestantism, nor do church schisms. Indeed, Protestantism
often expands as a result of schism and decentralization.

Such characteristics have seemingly been replicated in the recent
spread of Protestantism in Latin America. The crux of the Protestant growth
in the hemisphere over the past two decades has been that it has offered an
opportunity to decentralize the religious experience. According to Thomas
Bamat, Protestants tend to "create more egalitarian and participatory re
lations. They allow even the poorest people to assume leadership roles
and they encourage emotional expression during liturgical services" (cited
in Stoll 1990, 29). This point has been reiterated by David Stoll, who
argues that although decentralization does not equal democratization, it
does create opportunity:

It was not that the evangelical churches [of Latin America] were necessarily demo
cratic: the most rapidly growing, such as the Assemblies of God in Brazil, could be
very authoritarian.... But evangelical Protestantism opened up a whole new
ladder of leadership possibilities. Theoretically, any male could reach the top, even
if married and without formal training. For dissidents, there was always the
possibility of joining another evangelical church or starting their own. For dissi
dent Catholics confronting a local priest, there was often no place to go within the
system. (Stoll 1990, 36-37)13

The Salvadoran data provide an opportunity to explore whether, in
the midst of a protracted civil war, those who become Protestants have had

13. Nevertheless, both Stoll (1990, 309 ff.) and Levine (1990) note that Catholic ecclesial
base communities share some of the qualities of Protestantism: strong emphasis on participa
tion, Bible reading, and grass-roots theological interpretation. Both approaches may open up
opportunities for women, given the emphasis on Bible reading. Participation in either forum
thus may stimulate poor women to demand assistance in developing literacy skills and more
prosperous women to seek leadership roles. Other features of Protestantism, however, may
not be found in the base communities.
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experiences that are more intimate, more people-oriented, and less "re
active" toward religious authority. In short, is there any evidence that
Salvadoran Protestants experience religion differently than do Catholics?

In certain ways the data suggest only marginal differences between
the religious experiences of Catholics and Protestants. For example, Ca
tholicism may be less hierarchical than is commonly supposed.U In ana
lyzing the number of respondents who know their pastor or priest, it was
found that 95 percent of Protestants knew their pastor while 83 percent of
practicing Catholics knew their priests, a high level among both groups.
Thus although the results bespeak a somewhat greater degree of intimacy
among Protestants, the difference is not as vast as might be supposed. 15

Another analysis, however, offers dramatic testimony to the nature
of the Protestant experience. In comparing whether respondents had ever
been visited by a pastor or cleric in their home, Protestants overwhelmingly
reported having received such visits (77 percent), whereas only 28 percent
of practicing Catholics had been visited in their home by a priest. These data
suggest that a high degree of "congregational intimacy" between religious
authorities and believers is a distinctive feature of Protestantism and a likely
source of its appeal. 16 Protestantism in El Salvador, as elsewhere in contem
porary Latin America, appears to be a highly decentralized religious expe
rience, in which a driving force may well be the lack of hierarchy and the
opportunity for neighborhood bonding to take place via "in-home" religious
services. 17

This pattern of intimacy is reinforced by frequent attendance at reli
gious services. Analysis of the data reveals that Protestants attend worship
services twice as frequently as practicing Catholics: 9.3 times per month

14. If Levine is correct, much of the appeal of the base communities derives from their
"Protestant-like" qualities: meetings in homes, emphasis on prayer and direct communica
tion with God, and the provision of opportunities for women (Levine 1990, 742-44).

15. Yetstatistical significance is highly influenced by the stark contrast between practicing
Catholics and Protestants on the one hand and nonpracticing Catholics and the nonaffiliated
on the other. This gap may serve more than anything else simply to validate the labels. Non
affiliated and non practicing Catholics would not be expected to know "their" pastoral agent
well because they would not have one.

16. The fact that Protestant churches often begin as living-room operations and expand
only slowly to occupy larger church-like dwellings is one source of the frequency of "home
visits" by Protestant pastors, as is the tendency toward church formation by schism. One's
pastor may be one's neighbor who has started the congregation (or even the denomination)
via living-room services, which then rotate from house to house. In commenting on an earlier
version of this manuscript, Hector Avalos (now a Ph.D. in religious studies but once a "boy
preacher" for an evangelical sect in another Latin American country) reported that "in my
former church, the frequency of a cleric's visits was also a measure of his or her work per
formance by members." Letter, 15 Nov. 1991, Chapel Hill, N.C.

1Z Sigifredo Bieske, a German Protestant missionary in Costa Rica, stresses the impor
tance of family-centered recruitment strategies (Bieske 1990, 18-21, 115-16). In our study, 18
percent of Protestants who reported having converted from Catholicism attributed their con
version to "home visits" by evangelists.
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vs. 4.7 times per month. One-third of the Protestants (34 percent) attend
as many as ten services per month, with a significant percentage (12 per
cent) attending services daily. Such frequent attendance can certainly pro
vide structure and discipline in the lives of the poor. In the best of cases, it
may also provide bonding and emotional support.l"

If Protestantism is characterized by a strong commitment to a direct
and unmediated relationship with God, then prayer ought to be intense
among Protestants. The data suggest that Protestants indeed pray more
frequently than do Catholics. Some 58 percent of the Protestants pray
more than once a day, compared with about 33 percent of the Catholics.

In passing, it should be noted that EI Salvador is an intensely reli
gious society. Even among those professing no religious affiliation, 72
percent assert that they pray at least once a day, and 91 percent of "non
practicing" Catholics pray at least daily. Whatever legacies Catholicism
has left in EI Salvador, routine prayer is one of them. Protestantism may
have enhanced that tendency but did not create it. Moreover, the content
of prayer seems to have remained similar. 19

But what about the content of belief? Do Protestants hold different
theological beliefs than Catholics? The data suggest significant differences
in the literalness with which Protestants and practicing Catholics inter
pret traditional Christian concepts. Some 93 percent of the Protestants
reported believing in an extraterrestial heaven, versus 86 percent of prac
ticing Catholics, and 75 percent of the Protestants believe in a meta-human
hell (one not on this earth), versus only 48 percent of practicing Catholics.
Catholics, whether practicing or nonpracticing, are significantly more likely
to believe in "a terrestial hell" than are Protestants (34-35 percent as op
posed to 14 percentj.i"

18. Joseph Eldridge, a former Protestant missionary to Honduras, explained: "When peo
ple attend church services three, four or five times a week, they either come to love their
fellow worshipers or to dislike them. If the former, then bonding and real community grows
the kind of self-confident community that may even begin to challenge authority on occasion.
If the latter, then individuals may leave to join or to found another congregation... , and
Protestantism per se is not necessarily impaired." Eldridge made these remarks in an informal
presentation at Chapel of the Cross in Chapel Hill, N.C., 14 Feb. 1991.

19. Additional analyses indicate that between 43 percent and 52 percent of all prayers per
tained to personal welfare, regardless of belief category (nonaffiliated, Protestants, nonpractic
ing, and practicing Catholics). Six percent of Protestants and 10 percent of practicing Catholics
prayed for an end to the civil war. Seventeen percent of Protestants and 23 percent of practic
ing Catholics prayed to give thanks for all their blessings. Overall, the content of prayer
seemed roughly similar.

20. Some readers have expressed much interest in the conceptual distinction between a
"meta-human hell" and "terrestrial hell." This conceptual distinction was imposed by the
original survey researchers, for whom such theological distinctions were undoubtedly com
monplace. A "meta-human hell" refers to a place not on this earth while a "terrestrial hell"
refers to a human existence so painful that it might be conceived as the equivalent to doing
penance. Conceiving of hell as "meta-human" is the traditional Christian conception. Thus
to imagine a terrestrial hell would be to reinterpret the conventional understanding.
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Overall, the survey responses suggest that many Salvadorans in
terpret traditional Christian concepts in a strikingly literal manner. For
example, belief in miracles ranges from a "low" of 79 percent among the
nonaffiliated to a high of 95 percent among Protestants and practicing
Catholics alike. Moreover, as many as 62 percent of the nonaffiliated be
lieve in heaven and 39 percent of them believe in a meta-human hell. So
while the Protestant propensity toward literal interpretation of concepts
traditional to Christianity is strong, such views are widespread in Sal
vadoran society. Practicing Catholics thus share many beliefs with Prot
estants.

Aside from the ways in which Protestants and Catholics envision
hell, do they interpret other religious concepts differently? The survey
data reveal another such area. When asked about the ultimate purpose of
religion, 40 percent of the Protestants responded "personal salvation,"
while only 19 percent of the practicing Catholics chose this response. In
a context of poverty and protracted civil war, recourse to Protestantism
could be interpreted as a conflict-aversive "survival strategy;" thereby
enhancing the tendency to view personal salvation as the ultimate end of
religion.>' As will be shown in a subsequent section, Catholic believers
are marginally, but significantly, more likely to endorse an activist church
that confronts social injustice and tries to transform society as an agent of
God on earth. Protestants, in contrast, are more likely to want to trans
form themselves, seeking personal rather than societal salvation.F

Judging from our data, the experience of Salvadoran Protestants
can be summarized as follows: they participate in a home- and neigh
borhood-centered religious environment characterized by familiarity with
church authorities and intense religious practice. Protestants tend to be
especially literal in interpreting traditional religious concepts in an envi
ronment where literal interpretations are common. And Protestants are
highly likely to view religion as a route to personal salvation.

These being the characteristics of Protestantism in El Salvador, what
indirect political effects are imaginable? The most widespread assumption
is that Protestantism generates political conservatism. If Protestants favor
ideologies of self-help via self-control, they would seem to be less likely to
endorse highly interventionist states as a solution to social ills. In this
sense, they may be resemble other political conservatives. Because Protes
tantism generates such a strong sense of personal responsibility for im-

21. See Steigenga (1991) for this interpretation of the spread of Protestantism in neighbor
ing Guatemala.

22. As David Stoll has taken pains to argue, Latin American Protestantism is a complex
and internally differentiated phenomenon. Consequently, there may well be Salvadoran
Protestants with a strong orientation toward righting social wrongs and transforming human
society. The Lutheran Church endorses such an orientation in Salvador according to Jorge
Caceres p. (1991).
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proving one's own situation, it could undermine support for endorsing
governmental intervention to improve social conditions.

Yet an alternative line of reasoning also exists. Levine (1990) has
noted the democratizing potential of decentralized religious communi
ties, such as Catholic ecclesial base communities (CEBs). Because Protes
tant groups share some of the attributes of the CEBs, an analogous argu
ment could be made: those who learn to interpret the world on their own
via intensive Bible study might become politically emboldened and more
capable of fulfilling the role of the proactive democratic citizen. In a dif
ferent sense, David Martin suggests that Protestantism might enhance
pluralism because it "represents an advanced form of social differenti
ation and can operate best where hitherto monopolistic systems are dis
integrating" (Martin 1990, 294). Is it possible that the diffusion of Protes
tantism might unintentionally generate additional political space for a
host of groups?

Political Implications ofReligious Belief

Citizens evaluate the society surrounding them as a preliminary
step toward thinking about government. The degree of justice or injustice
perceived will structure what citizens expect from their government. At a
minimum, it could be assumed that perceiving injustice is a necessary
precondition for citizens to demand that government or other agencies
(such as the Catholic Church) take an active role in restructuring society. If
society is not perceived to be unjust, then neither government nor the
church will be expected to change it.

How do Salvadorans perceive their society, and do the Protestants
among them view society much differently than do other Salvadorans?
The survey data reveal that more than 70 percent of Salvadorans in all
categories of religious belief consider the existing social system to be un
just. Protestants are most likely to see the existing system as just, but only
26 percent would characterize their society as "very just" or "somewhat
just." Thus although Protestants are somewhat more likely to view their
own society in positive terms, perceptions of injustice prevail among all
Salvadorans, regardless of religion.P The potential for seeking assertive
government is present even among Protestants.

Because the religious experience of Protestantism emphasizes in
tense interaction in small units of worship and personal salvation, how do
Salvadoran Protestants interpret the proper role of the church? Do they
see the church as playing a role in rectifying the widely perceived injustice?

23. It is perhaps important, however, that among Protestants who perceive injustice, a
higher percentage attribute the existence of injustice to "God's will" (12 percent) or to "diso
bedience to God" (7 percent) than do members of other religious groups. Such responses
might well indicate an acquiescent orientation toward existing social injustice.
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Or are such responsibilities to be viewed as individual rather than collec
tive, reasoning that "By taking care of myself, I take care of society by not
becoming a burden to others"? Or do Salvadoran Protestants perceive
social injustice as immutable and incapable of being addressed?

One concept that has been much discussed in the post-Medellin
era in Latin America is the duty of the church to assist the poor. 24 A recent
strand of theology has stressed that poverty violates one's humanness,
therefore one's capacity to relate to God. If so, then the role of the church
in addressing poverty becomes a key issue. When Salvadorans were asked
whether the church should "prefer the poor," individuals of all religious
affiliations divided along the same lines. Some 42 to 44 percent favored the
"preferential option for the poor" while 56 to 58 percent opposed such a
posture by the church. Those opposing preferential attention to the poor
most frequently appealed to the equality of all human beings, presumably
including equality before God. On this topic, then, Salvadoran political
attitudes reflected a good deal of conservatism in the late 1980s, regardless
of religious affiliation.P Slightly less than half of the Salvadorans sur
veyed endorsed a socially preoccupied church, but slightly more than half
believed that the church should not accord special concern to the living
conditions of the poor.

Yet churches could be active in other ways, as in mediating social
conflicts. In response to the question of whether the church should get
involved in social conflicts, Protestants were less willing to endorse a role
for the church in this regard. Two effects seem discernible in producing
deviations from the 41 percent to 43 percent of individuals who otherwise
might prefer an active role for the church.w Active Catholics were more
likely (51 percent) to endorse a role for the church in resolving social
conflicts, whereas Protestants were significantly less likely (24 percent).
The reticence of Protestants to envision the church as an agent for conflict
resolution is striking.V but perhaps equally important is the finding that

24. We are referring here to the 1968 meeting of the Latin American Conference of Bishops
in Medellin, Colombia, at which a call was made for the Catholic Church to exhibit a "prefer
ential option for the poor."

25. Here we are defining conservatismas reticence to use social organization in efforts to
remedy distributive inequalities.

26. That is, if the nonreligious group is taken as a baseline, 43 percent of the nonaffiliated
would endorse church activism in social conflicts and 41 percent of non practicing Catholics
would endorse such activism.

27. There was some ambiguity in the key concept in the question. The original survey item
referred to "the Church." Respondents could have interpreted the item as referring to all
churches, to the Catholic Church as the dominant church, or to "my church," whether Catho
lic or Protestant. Given the survey instrument, we were unable to discern the referents that
respondents invoked. A few items asked for evaluations of the Catholic Church. Those items
are less pertinent to the point of our study and hence have not been discussed. But for the
record, 32 percent of Salvadoran Protestants evaluated the work of the Catholic Church in
Salvador as "very good" or "good" while 25 percent evaluate it as "bad" or "very bad," with
the remaining 43 percent of Protestant respondents offering neutral evaluations.
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most Salvadorans did not envision a productive role for the church in
resolving social conflict. Apparently, conflict was so endemic to the Sal
vadoran experience in 1988 and 1989 that all Salvadorans found it difficult
to imagine human agents who could stop it, even those purporting to
serve divine ends. Protestants were especially reluctant, viewing the pri
mary social role of the church as evangelization, that is, incorporating
more people and influencing them to do right. 28

If Salvadorans believed that the church should not attempt to re
solve social conflict, what did they believe in the late 1980s about the
political implications of their religious commitments? One possibility was
that, perceiving injustice, individuals would have opted to support the
guerrillas of the Frente Farabundo Marti de Liberacion Nacional (FMLN)
and fight injustice through armed insurrection. But when asked whether
a Christian should support the guerrillas, most Salvadorans did not be
lieve that supporting the FMLN was a legitimate Christian option. Yet the
difference between Protestants and Catholics was significant: only 13 per
cent of the Protestants believed that Christians could support the guerrilla
movement while 33 percent of practicing Catholics could envision such
support as appropriate. Individual decisions to pursue "liberation" via
a religiously-sanctioned commitment to revolution are clearly more likely
to occur among Catholics than among Protestants. The latter were more
likely to respond in follow-up probes that"all violence goes against God's
will."29

From such findings, readers might infer that Salvadoran Protes
tants endorsed the government's counterinsurgency campaigns. But that
was not the case. A 1989 post-presidential election poll by IUDOP revealed
otherwise in asking what the new ARENA government should do about
the civil war. About as many Protestants as Catholics favored negotiating
with the rebels (79 percent versus 77 percent). 30 Indeed, the percentage of
Protestants favoring negotiation was marginally higher than in the other
groups and the percentage favoring militarization marginally lower. Both
these positions are consistent with the belief that II all violence goes against
God's will."

Another indication of Salvadoran Protestants' lack of bellicosity was

28. Roughly 60 percent of Protestants hold to this view, versus 39 percent to 45 percent of
the other categories under study.

29. By a margin of 36 percent among Protestants to 21 percent among Catholics and 26
percent among the nonaffiliated (p = .002), violence was held to be against God's will.

30. Throughout 1990 talks were held under the auspices of the United Nations, leading to
the participation of the left in 1991 legislative elections for the second consecutive time under
the label of Convergencia Democratica. In the elections, this coalition tallied 12 percent of the
vote, the Christian Democrats 28 percent, and ARENA 44 percent. Talks resumed after the 1991
elections and eventually led to the successful negotiation of a peace accord under the direct
supervision of outgoing UN Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar. It began to be imple
mented in the early months of 1992.
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TAB L E 4 Salvadoran Choices ofJustifiable Concessions in Negotiating with the FMLN,
according to Religious Affiliation, 1989

Nonaffiliated Protestants Caiholice
(n = 198) (n = 163) (n=897)

Concession (%) (%) (%)

Reduce army 34 23 27
to 1979 level (33) (35) (26)

New elections 37 23 29
after ceasefire (25) (31) (20)

II Purify II the 68 68 73
armed forces (24) (25) (21)

Note: Primary figure is the percentage endorsing this concession. Figure in parenthesis is
the percentage responding "I agree, more or less" or "Don't know." The row entries repre
sent not alternative answers to the same question but rather the percentage indicating, in re
sponse to different questions, that a task should be attempted. x2 = 25.5; p < .0003.
a Breakdown between practicing and nonpracticing Catholics is unavailable in this survey.

found by asking what concessions were justifiable in negotiating with the
rebels. Table 4 shows that that Protestants were nearly as likely to favor
making concessions to the FMLN to achieve a peace settlement as other
groups. Indeed, the major difference is that Protestants tended more to
ward neutral response categories (those found in parentheses), which
might itself suggest a propensity to opt out of political conflict. Protes
tants' lack of bellicosity is relative, to be sure. Like Catholics and the non
affiliated, Protestants were dubious about the wisdom of reducing the size
of the army. But like other Salvadorans, a majority of Protestants wanted to
"purify" the army, presumably by retiring or removing those who had
violated human rights.>'

Finally, what are the partisan orientations, electoral experiences,
and expectations for the political future exhibited by Protestants, Catho
lics, and the nonaffiliated? At the time of the 1989 surve)!, power had just
been transferred from the center-right government of President Jose Napo
leon Duarte, a Christian Democrat, to that of Alfredo Cristiani of ARENA,
a party long suspected of committing human rights violations.F In the
1989 election, ARENA received 53 percent of the valid vote, the Christian
Democrats dropped to 38 percent, and the newly recognized leftist coali
tion called Convergencia Democratica garnered a modest 4 percent.

31. The issue of reducing the size of the army was not merely theoretical. A central issue in
the 1991 negotiations between the FMLN and the ARENA government was the FMLN proposal
to "follow the Costa Rican model" by abolishing the Salvadoran Armed Forces. That proposal
was not accepted, but significant restructuring did become a major part of the peace agreement.

32. Former U.S. Ambassador to EI Salvador Robert White has accused the late Roberto
0'Aubisson, ARENA founder and former arn1Y intelligence chief, of masterminding the
assassination of Archbishop Oscar Romero in 1981.
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Significantly, Protestants proved to be less conservative and less
closely linked to ARENA than some critics had believed. Conspiratorial
interpretations would have it that Central American Protestants are a tool
of U.S. foreign policy. Yet the findings in table 5 indicate that Salvadoran
Protestants are less likely than Salvadoran Catholics to believe that the
1989 elections were honest. They were also less likely to vote than Catho
lics. But when they did vote, they were less likely to have voted for ARENA33
and less inclined than Catholics to believe that human rights violations
would decrease under ARENA.

Such results hardly support a conspiratorial interpretation that the
"invasion of the sects" is functioning as an instrument of U.S. foreign
policy. Because Salvadoran electoral processes were generally endorsed
by the United States-" and were presented internationally as proof of the
democratization of Salvadoran society, the finding that poor Protestants
expressed considerable doubt about the integrity of the electoral process
is striking-doubly so because poor Protestants expressed significantly
more doubt than did more highly educated and prosperous Catholics.

If Salvadoran Protestants were an effective tool of U.S. foreign pol
icy, they should have at least given credence to U.S.-arranged elections.
But they were even less convinced than Catholics. This finding suggests
the opposite of the "common knowledge" about politico-religious alli
ances in Central America. Rather than Central American Protestants
being a "tool of the United States" and confronting a "radicalized" Catho
lic Church, the reality is closer to a situation in which poor Protestants
doubted the integrity of electoral processes and the possibility of reform,
while more affluent Catholics were generally willing to take a chance on
the possibility that U.S. pressure for electoral reform might produce mean-

33. The high percentage of voters who refused to reveal their vote makes such an inference
hazardous. At least, the percentage of those not reporting was about the same (more than 30
percent) among all religious categories. Whatever measurement error this response creates
thus appears to be random across common social categories. In a separate multivariate analysis
not reported here, neither age, years of education, gender, income, occupation, nor religion
predicted the response that "the vote is secret and need not be revealed." This item was
apparently the only one in the survey that a high percentage of respondents refused to answer.
We interpret this phenomenon as a well-placed insistence on the right of citizens to protect their
political privacy in a setting where violations of secrecy of the vote have been commonplace,
with tragic consequences. Although such insistence makes it difficult to calculate the Sal
vadoran vote, this response does not invalidate the survey. These same respondents expressed a
variety of views critical of the Salvadoran government and society and they endorsed a number
of policy proposals not favored by their government at the time. Clearly, then, Salvadorans
were not intimidated about expressing their views. Surveys always have limitations, but the
most important ones deal with the inability to capture the richness and nuances of views held
by respondents. We see little evidence of intentional misrepresentation of views in these data.

34. The elections have been criticized as "demonstration elections" in which civil liberties
were insufficiently respected to permit bona fide readings of the public will and as elections
called for the purpose of justifying further foreign assistance by the u.S. government. See
Herman and Brodhead (1984).
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TAB L E 5 Voter Views on Elections, Parties, and the Political Future of EISalvador in
1989, by Religious Affiliation

Nonaffiliated Protestants Catholics-
(n = 198) (n = 161) (n=891)b

(%) (%) (%)

40 46 59
55 44 37

33 31 40
7 14 10
8 8 7

39 41 34
13 6 9

Voter Opinion

Believe elections
were honest-

Did not voted
Votede

for ARENA
for POC
annulled vote
refused to tell
other response

Expect human
rights to be
protected better
by ARENAf 27 30 40

a The 1989 survey did not distinguish between practicing and nonpracticing Catholics.
b The number of cases varies among blocs in this table, being lowest in the third bloc (for
whom voted) because overall electoral turnout rate was estimated from self-reports at 59
percent.
c x2 = 31.7; P = .0002; d.f. = 6.
d x2 = 21.3; P < .0001; d.f. = 2.
e x2 = 26.7; P = .ns; d.f. = 8.
f x2 = 1Z0; p = .001; d.f. = 4.

ingful outcomes. Whatever the political implications of Protestantism in
El Salvador, they do not entail a close association with the governing right
ist party or with the electoral processes that brought ARENA to power.

Our data suggest a complex picture of what Protestantism implies
about political attitudes among Salvadorans. Most Protestants perceive
injustice existing in Salvadoran society, as do most Salvadorans. But most
Protestants do not endorse an especially assertive church, one that would
intervene on behalf of the poor or mediate social conflicts. Only 24 per
cent to 42 percent of Protestants feel comfortable with a vision of the
church that seeks to restructure human society to do God's will. The more
dramatic the social application of Christianity, such as supporting the
guerrillas, the less comfortable most Protestants' feel. 35

At the same time, it is clear that Salvadoran Protestants are not

35. The same generalization can be made about Catholics, but the relative degree of endorse
ment of church activism or heroic personal attempts to right social \'vrongs via participation in
a revolutionary group is significantly higher, even if still low in absolute terms.
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simply agents of the militaristic right. Like all Salvadorans, Protestants
wanted a negotiated settlement to the war that had devastated the country
since 1979. They perceived the need to make concessions to the guerrillas
slightly less clearly but in roughly the same terms as did other Salvadorans.
Nor were Protestants especially enthralled with ARENA. As can be in
ferred from a post-1989 election poll, Protestants were less sanguine about
the electoral process, about ARENA, and about the political future under
ARENA than were Catholics.

Conclusion

The data from IUDOP reveal that Protestants are recruited from the
poorest and least-educated elements of Salvadoran society. In these areas,
Salvadoran Protestants resemble the religiously nonaffiliated in sociolog
ical terms in that both groups come from the poorest strata of society.
Contradicting Weberian visions of the Protestant Ethic lifting poor con
verts into higher social strata, our data give little indication that Protestant
ism has led to upward social mobility in EI Salvador.w

Conservatism is indeed implicit in the worldview of Salvadoran
Protestants. But it is not always doctrinal conservatism, nor is it fully
grounded in distinctive beliefs about theological topics or political objects.
Rather it is the kind of conservatism associated with personal discipline,
with minding one's own business and trying to solve one's own problems
rather than the world's. Constantly under political and economic pressure
in an environment of protracted civil war, many Salvadoran Protestants
seem to have decided to mind their own affairs. Indirectly, such a reaction
may imply a less activist church. But if the immediate effect of Protestant
ism is a turning inward, this response can also be understood as a way of
marshaling one's strength for imposing order on a disorderly world. The
shared experience of regular interaction in a congregational community
can mobilize emotional and moral resources. In this sense of "emotional
ecology," Protestantism becomes a survival strategy.

Does this response suggest avoidance of the world and political
withdrawal? Not necessarily. Although Salvadoran Protestants come from
the ranks of the poor, more Protestants vote than do the equally poor
Salvadorans who are not affiliated with any religion. Thus Protestantism
is not necessarily an electorally demobilizing experience. Salvadoran Prot
estants rejected violence as a form of political action in 1989: they rejected

36. With synchronic data, unfortunately, we cannot empirically discount the possibility
that the Protestants under study might have been even poorer than the religiously nonaffili
ated prior to conversion. Given the finding that both groups include many who border on
extreme poverty, we find such a possibility unlikely.
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association with guerrillas but favored negotiation between the FMLN
and the government, although they did not necessarily view "the church"
as an appropriate broker among the parties. Protestants may feel particu
larly comfortable with representative democracy, in which citizens partici
pate as individuals, but less comfortable with the notion of the church as a
corporate actor.

The overall pattern of belief and behavior suggests a generally con
sistent orientation that favors changing social structures by changing peo
ple. Protestants perceive injustice in the world around them, but they
believe that people must change in order to address social evils. That
belief implies a need to evangelize in order to change more people. But it
also implies a need for Protestants to assure themselves that change really
has occurred, which requires intense religious practice. This intensity
improves the chance that declaring oneself an evangelical will actually
lead to behavioral change. Intense religious practice can also encourage
individuals to assume new roles and to develop new competencies.F

Some theorists have suggested that potential for cultural change is
inherent in the spread of decentralized religious authority in Latin Amer
ica. Writing of the Christian base communities, Levine observed that the
creation of "confident, articulate, and capable men and women from a
hitherto silent, unorganized, and dispirited population" via religious as
sociation may "demystify authority by giving the tools of association to
everyone, making the effort legitimate in religious terms and thus foster
ing the growth of a truly independent civil society" (Levine 1990, 718,
758-59). Stoll has made a similar argument about Protestantism (1990,
314-1~ 329-31). We concur regarding the Protestants of El Salvador.

Under very specific circumstances, organized poor people, includ
ing Protestants, may decide to challenge authority structures. Identifying
which circumstances, however, would lead well beyond confines of this
study. " But we concur with the Reverend Joe Eldridge that Protestants,
after reflecting on Biblical texts, may decide that they need to press public
authorities for help.P? In a broader sense, Salvadoran Protestants may be
said to be distinguished by their lack of political uniqueness. They are
neither political apologists for the right nor supporters of the insurrec
tionary left. They vote more frequently than some but less than others.

37. One of the most important roles is that of reading the Bible out loud, a skill that many
women lack. Participating in a congregation may therefore lead to acquiring skills that are
empowering. On the ways in which Protestantism may redefine gender relations, see also
Stoll (1990,318-19) and Brusco (1991).

38. Cornelius (1974) provides an excellent overview of the conditions necessary to encour
age political demand-making by the poor.

39. Eldridge recounted in his talk in Chapel Hill the story of how, in the midst of a sermon
about Christ on the cross, Biblical references to thirst prompted an outburst of concern about
the lack of water in the surrounding Honduran squatment. This concern led to petitioning
public authorities, who actually responded to the problem.
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The votes they cast in 1989 seemed to be neither greatly different nor more
conservative than those of Catholics.v'

These findings help to place the "invasion of the sects" into per
spective. The diffusion of Protestantism in EI Salvador may be a cultural
challenge, but it is not an overtly political one. Rather, Protestantism has
provided a strategy for emotional husbandry and personal survival in one
of the most difficult environments for the poor in this hemisphere. If so, it
may not be truly" alien" to the Salvadoran experience.

40. A perfectly valid question is whether apparent differences are truly a result of Protes
tantism or whether other independent variables including variables highly correlated with
Protestantism (such as low income) might be the "true cause" of the variations observed. A
four-page technical report showing that the results hold up under multivariate analysis can
be obtained from Kenneth Coleman, Institute of Latin American Studies, University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599-3205.
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